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BKS Youth & Family Wholeness is a 3
prong program focused on improving:
family connectivity through black
fatherhood empowerment
youth & family academic
enrichment
physical and mental wellness

WWW.BKSWHOLENESS.COM

KENJI L. JACKSON
PROFILE
Teachers, authors and fitness instructors are plentiful. However,
there aren’t many family friendly, positive male role models
occupying these roles. Not only does Kenji occupy this void, Kenji
is a passionate and creative educator and coach with
transformative powers.
He empowers people to enrich their lives through exercising their
minds, bodies and they way they care for themselves and others.
He believes in people... and it shows in the way that he challenges
and encourages others to believe in themselves. This truly is a
super power! Getting people to commit to improving themselves
in challenging ways is not an easy feat, but it is a torch that Kenji
proudly commits to in all of the work he has done in schools and
throughout the community with his black fatherhood initiative.
Any participant that commits and accepts the challenge that any
one of Kenji’s programs and workshops provide, will surely come
out on the other end transformed with a healthier outlook on life
and thus better able to strive, accomplish and achieve more!

BKS WHOLENESS' MISSION
Success is a mindset that is easily
achieved through consistent and
healthy habits.
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Kenji’s mission to support
disadvantaged youth, families and it's
communities, is the driving force
behind BKS Youth & Family
Wholeness Services.

FATHERHOOD
ENRICHMENT
FITNESS

With wholeness as a concept, all
services are geared to the growth of
families and individuals via 3 targeted
areas.

SERVICES
Keynote Speaker
Panelist Presenter
Training & Workshops Facilitator
Black Fatherhood Enrichment
Education Consulting
Mentoring
Physical Fitness Camps

EDUCATION
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AFFILIATES
The Men Of Tenacious Talented & Capable (T.T.C.)
McBride Publishing
Morgan State University
Baltimore City Public Schools
NYC Dept. of Education
DOPE DAD 101 collective

